Chemicals
How we help the Chemicals Industry
The manufacturing of chemicals and pharmaceuticals is big business in the UK. It’s one of the country’s leading
export sectors, and is thought to be worth £60 billion. It also accounts for around 600,000 jobs, with the North
East known as a particular hotspot for production and employment.
All of the businesses operating in this sector, however, face a unique set of challenges that can make it difficult to
plan, schedule, execute and analyse effectively.

No room for error
Chemical manufacturing is a precise task, and mistakes
can hit businesses financially and in other ways. It’s
essential that the right materials are available and that
production is monitored closely to minimise user error.

Cost of raw goods
Chemical manufacturing relies on a huge range of raw
materials, the availability and prices of which are prone
to fluctuation. The ability to accurately determine stock
requirements, therefore, is crucial.

Strict regulations
The industry is governed by stricter health and
safety regulations than most, given the nature and
volume of hazards present in the manufacturing
environment.

Large product catalogues
Manufacturers are often tasked with managing large
product portfolios, with production sometimes spread
across disparate sites.

Here at LYNQ, we provide a range of ERP-enhancing software developed to help chemical manufacturing
businesses overcome the challenges above, and more.
Our solutions can improve your operations in a number of ways:
•
•
•

Become paperless, reduce overheads and cut waste by relying on online document attachments, messaging
and alerts.
Gain better visibility of employee performance by closely monitoring efficiency and quality levels.
Improve performance across the factory floor with the help of powerful data analytics tools.

LYNQ’s software is already being used by chemicals manufacturers to boost efficiency and expand profit margins.

Get in touch today to find out more about our software, and how it can help your business be more
productive and more profitable. Email sales@thinklynq.co.uk.
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